
Smuxi - Bug # 392: Smuxi chat wraps characters instead of words

Status: Closed Priority: Normal

Author: alex-launi-gmail-com - Category: Frontend GNOME

Created: 06/18/2010 Assigned to: Mirco Bauer

Updated: 07/02/2010 Due date:

Complexity: Low

Subject: Smuxi chat wraps characters instead of words

Description: In the smuxi gtk chat window, words wrap by character instead of by word.

Associated revisions

07/02/2010 03:50 PM - Mirco Bauer

Map Gtk.WrapMode.Word to Gtk.WrapMode.WordChar when loading the Interface/Chat/WrapMode setting. (closes: #392)

History

06/18/2010 04:31 AM - alex-launi-gmail-com -

I just saw that this is configurable. Why? At the very least it should default to word, but I would rethink something that fine grained needing to be 

configurable.

06/19/2010 11:10 AM - Mirco Bauer

alex-launi-gmail-com - wrote:

> I just saw that this is configurable. Why? At the very least it should default to word, but I would rethink something that fine grained needing to be 

configurable.



For historical reasons, in older GTK+ versions word wrap was extremely slow, resizing the window was taking seconds...

By default new Smuxi installations use word-wrap. Was your installation a new one or old?

06/22/2010 01:37 PM - alex-launi-gmail-com -

Mirco Bauer wrote:

> For historical reasons, in older GTK+ versions word wrap was extremely slow, resizing the window was taking seconds...

> By default new Smuxi installations use word-wrap. Was your installation a new one or old?



No, it was a new installation

07/02/2010 03:29 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Target version set to 0.7.2

07/02/2010 03:38 PM - Mirco Bauer

Ok, I can reproduce this with Smuxi 0.7.1 after opening the Prefences of the first start it says Character wrap while it's actually Word wrap but if you 

save the config it changes it for real to character wrap, doh.

07/02/2010 03:58 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Status changed from New to Closed

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:"a57b87d6099116395fbb95b9b2c0d34576da56ad".
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